Award-winning nature photographer Chris Schmid has
captured stunning imagery of African wildlife; depicting the
harsh realities of survival in the wild. Photographer Chris
set out on an awe-inspiring photography expedition to the
dry salt planes of Namibia.
The shoot was part of Chris’ documentary on endangered
species across Africa; where he set about capturing imagery
of how the same animals behaved differently in differently
environments.
The enigmatic beauty of the wild is enriched through the
lens of Sony’s RX10 III camera; combining an extended 25x
super-telephoto zoom with a powerful sensor poised to
capture sensational close-up detail.

“This was the first time I had gone out on a professional wildlife shoot with a fixed lens camera which did make me
think about my approach differently. I was curious about the results I would get and I was keen to test the autofocus
as this is crucial in wildlife photography. Knowing that I had 24-600mm zoom range to work with gave me confidence
but the first thing I thought was actually that it was going to be much nicer not to have to carry around multiple lenses.
I was happy that, even at 600mm, the aperture is F4 which meant I could shoot in fading light or early in the morning without pushing
the ISO. To get 600mm at F4 would normally mean carrying around a lot of weight in lenses and as part of the overall set-up that
would cost well over five times more than the cost of a camera like the RX10 III.”

“When I am shooting in harsh environments, I love using
it as part of the story of my pictures as it so effective at
communicating the natural survival instinct. I want my
photography to go beyond a moment in time; whether
it is a leopard in its favourite bushy areas or a cheetah
running full tilt across the planes, zeroing in on its kill,
you can see the evolutionary history and beauty of the
animals in their movement that culminates in the now.”

“The flatness of the planes in Namibia meant that you can
see sand storms and tornados coming from a long way
away. This is obviously good as you have the chance to make
a choice about whether to set-up to photograph them or
de-camp to another area. The elements can be harsh on
your lenses and so I take care to clean all of mine each
evening. Shooting with a fixed lens camera on this occasion
shortened this job immeasurably which was a big bonus!
A quick tip for anyone who finds themselves shooting in
this type of environment with an interchangeable lens
set-up is that filters really do offer a lot of protection.”

“When I was out in Namibia I really enjoyed that fact
that I could take many different kinds of pictures from
the same setup, just by moving through the zoom
range of the lens. The variety of images that I captured
was pleasing and because I didn’t have to change my
lens, I was able to react quickly to changes in the scene
and not miss crucial moments.”
“There are specific challenges with photographing
every different location but here the dust can be a big
problem, particularly when changing lenses but on the
upside, the vast planes mean that you can see for very
long distances so if you have a good telephoto lens,
you can get set-up for some great shots.”

“I find photographing the local nature in Namibia
fascinating; seeing how the animals have adapted
their behaviour to be able to survive is a wonderful
story that I wanted to share with as many people as
possible. Because vegetation and water supplies are
a lot more limited in such a dry environment, we see
that groups of animals split up more often when
hunting for their next food source. An exception to this
is lions who may hunt as individuals more often where
prey is more bountiful but in Namibia, they often come
together as a pride to hunt. With precious few places to
hide, this makes them extremely effective and deadly.”

“The zoom performance of the RX10 III was the standout
feature for me and I was especially pleased that the image
quality was consistently good throughout the whole range –
I got great results at 24mm all the way through to 600mm.
The real advantage of having such a large zoom range
showed itself when we were tracking the Black Rhino. We
were walking along and came across a Caracal which was
a big surprise and the first time I had encountered one
in Africa. I had to react quickly and couldn’t get too close
without disturbing it so was able to use the RX10 III to get
some amazing shots.”

“I learned a lot about the camera from playing with
it in advance which shaped the way that I used it in
the field. I was very conscious that I could lose the
autofocus which would ruin my shots so I found that
by fixing the focal point and trusting that I had the
right framing worked well.”
“One thing that did surprise me from the RX10 III was
just how good the dynamic range was. The true test
was when I came back from Namibia, I had a quick
turnaround before my next assignment which was
in Brazil and the RX10 III went straight in my bag for
the trip.”

Photography tips for capturing wildlife
• Ensure you have a good tracker; seek out the good trackers as
they will be an invaluable aid
• Be prepared to get up early to attach yourself to a group of
animals like a pride of lions and be prepared to wait; lions tend to
sleep up to 20 hours per day so you need to be vigilant to know
when they will be on the move and be ready with your camera
• Be observant; Sounds simple but it can lead to wonderful and
unexpected shots. If you spend a day watching cheetahs or lions
and they don’t make a kill, the chances are that they will try the
next day so keep tracking them
• Keep properly hydrated and drink lots of water; A general rule
of thumb is drinking about a litre of water every 3 hours
• Use camera filters; the elements, at least on the African planes,
are harsh therefore camera filters can offer a lot of protection

About the RX10 III
With vast zoom range out to 600mm, efficient 1.0-type image
sensor, large-aperture 24-600mm lens and 25x zoom lens,
subjects now stand out beautifully, even when shot at extreme
distances or close up.
Key features:
• The first 25x super-telephoto zoom lens in the RX series
• Incredible focal range of 24-600mm covering a range from wideopen vistas to extra-close-up action
• Fast and silent shutter capability ensuring sharp, undistorted
images can be captured without disturbing the surrounding
environment
• Optical image stabilisation technology prevents camera blur to
ensure smooth, stable framing and shooting

